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Editorial
We are still living through Lent and the painful crisis in Ukraine mirrors the solemnity
of the season.
The clergy are offering a series of talks and lectures during Lent [ details herein ]
together with the celebration of the festival of Easter itself. Our Music Director has
also put forward a programme of musical events involving our choir, the public and
various musicians. Please check these pages for details.
Our main article is about the extraordinary Festival of the North East Coast, which
took place nearly 100 years ago in, what is now known as, Exhibition Park, Jesmond.
Over 4 million people, including royalty, visited the attractions, drawn from the arts
and industry and from all over the world. Newcastle became a national focus for a
short period which boosted local pride, community and confidence as well as securing
orders for industry. However, 1929 was a memorable year for other reasons! Of the
structures which survive from this period, they include the Wylam Brewery which was

once the Palace of Arts, and there are tennis courts, and a restored park.
Our church people continue to be active and purposeful, contributing much, and the
Lance’s pages are full of their endeavours.
Happy Easter
Margaret Vane

return to contents

THE Friday Café and singing RESTART.
Café In the Winskell room each Friday from 10-12noon.
Singing starts at 11:00
welcome to everyone.
If you are looking for somewhere to enjoy tea/coffee/ cake/
biscuits in the company of others and in a welcoming environment, why not make Friday Café what you do?
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Dear friends,
As I write, I find myself looking through my study window at the crocuses which
have so gloriously adorned the Church Green this year, as they do every year. The
daffodils are beginning to open their petals and trumpets to laud spring’s arrival, and
one could think, looking across at them, that nothing more was going on in the world
beyond this hopeful scene.
I realised the other day, before the daffodils added their own flash of colour, that our

crocuses (for the most part) are the same colours as those used by the Suffragette
movement. A quick internet search found that “in 1908 the co-editor of the Women’s
Social and Political Union's ‘Votes for Women’ newspaper, Emmeline PethickLawrence, designed the suffragettes' colour scheme of purple for loyalty and dignity,
white for purity, and green for hope.” Purple for loyalty and dignity, white for purity,
and green for hope.
Now, I’m not going to write about the Suffragette movement, but around the same

time as I was thinking about the crocuses and the Suffragettes, Ukraine was being
invaded and many have used the yellow and blue of the Ukrainian flag to show support. We’ve not only shown our support in ribbons, or prayers and banners on social
media, but in giving to the Disasters Emergency Committee (and/or any of the 15
charities which work together, raising funds to quickly and effectively respond to
overseas disasters).
In all this, I was mindful of the phrase often used to describe a sacrament – a visible

sign of an inward, invisible grace. Typically, we may think of the two instituted by
Christ, Baptism and Holy Communion, but this has been expanded over generations
to incorporate a wider range of life experiences to include Confirmation, Marriage,
Ordination, Reconciliation (also known as confession or penance), and Holy Unction
(the anointing of the sick). Each of these are visible signs of inward and invisible
grace.
Having come from a tradition that didn’t make much of sacrament, I have grown to

love and appreciate what they offer to us as human beings and our relationships with
each other, creation, and God. But I also love the opening out of sacrament into the
sacramental, where definitions begin to get woolly, but still show visible markers of
4

inward and invisible grace. Sacramental can be used to speak of the use of Holy Water, or making a sign of the cross at particular moments such as in church or when a
hearse passes by. But I do believe that we see the sacramental in the purple for loyalty and dignity, white for purity, and green for hope of the Suffragette colours. I
believe we see the sacramental when we show our support for Ukraine in visible and
in practical ways. I believe we are sacramental when we show something of the
grace and love of God in our ordinary day-to-day lives. It’s what we are sent out to
be and do having received the Sacrament, having heard, seen, touched and tasted
the Body and Blood of Christ as represented in the Sacrament of Holy Communion in
particular.
We are all visible signs of the love and grace of God. And as we see in these strange
times, being a visible sign of an inward and invisible grace is as much (if not more
so) the simple acts of kindness as the grand gestures we can offer. I hope that, in
the days, weeks, months, and years to come, we may choose to see the worth and
dignity of all around us, seek to be pure in heart and draw our actions towards peace
and reconciliation, and above all to abide in hope… to spread that hope with love and
grace.
Stephanie

return to contents
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Holy Week and Easter


Good Friday: Conversations betw een the Director of M usic and the
Vicar, reported to the PCC in January, mean that our observation of Good Friday will be slightly altered this year.



We will not have Choral Mattins. Instead, at 9.30 am, we will offer the Liturgy
of the Day. The Liturgy of the Day is the service that we are all used to, which
in past years has started at 1.45, and which includes the Passion Gospel, the
Proclamation of the Cross, and Receiving of Communion from the Reserved
Sacrament. We will as usual observe the traditional Three Hours service running from 12noon-3.00pm, with a series of addresses, prayers and hymns
throughout which people may come and go; the final hour will have a liturgical
structure (that is, it will look like a service, but different from what has happened before) so anyone unaware of the change of pattern will not be too disorientated and anyone wishing to attend at 2.00pm will be able to do so.



The Three Great Days: I am delighted that Canon Dr Jennifer Cooper
has accepted my invitation to preach and lead our thoughts during Maundy
Thursday, Good Friday, and Easter Day. Canon Cooper is the Director of IME
(2) for the Newcastle and Durham Diocese and Canon Theologian of Newcastle
Cathedral… Some of you may remember her sermon for St George’s Day “Puff
the Magic Dragon”.



Holy Monday, Holy Tuesday and Holy Wednesday: the hom e team w ill
lead our reflections during the first part of Holy Week. The theme of the talks
will be: ‘The Things That Make For Peace’.

Lance Publication Dates
Articles etc. for The Lance to be received
no later than the 15th of each month
Send to: mmvane31@gmail.com
Thank you, Margaret.
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Some Thoughts on the Season of Lent
‘Derek… What are you giving up for Lent?’
This is a question I have heard since my childhood.
Back in the day, my primary school would hold a Lenten campaign to raise money for
underprivileged children and for the ‘missions.’ We were sent home with a paper box
to collect our big old pennies. My beloved teacher, Miss Houston, encouraged us to

fill the box with the coins saved by giving up our penny chews and sweets, which we
would normally buy on our way home from school. I may be misremembering but the
thought was that if you filled your box full of pennies, you could ask for a baby in
those mission areas overseas to be baptised in your name!
As an adult, even the most secular of my colleagues in my workplace looked on Lent
as an extension to ‘dry January’ or one of the other New Year health drives so popular in recent years. They would often ask me the dates of Lent so that they could

“give something up.” I remember the disappointment on one young woman’s face
one year, when she asked me when Lent would end. I dutifully replied that I believed
that Lent came to an end at midnight on Easter Saturday. For years she had finished
her chocolate fast a week earlier and the look of pain on her face was a picture. She
was indeed experiencing a penance above and beyond her expectations.
The origin of the word we use for the season is interesting. The English word ‘Lent’ is
a shortened form of the Old English word ‘Lencten,’ meaning "spring season". The

corresponding word in Latin is ‘Quadragesima’ ("fortieth"). The words for Lent in Romance languages also focus on the forty-day length of the season. In French, the
word is ‘Carême’. In Italian Lent is ‘Quaresima’, and in Spanish ‘Cuaresma’.
Forty is a significant number in scripture. In Genesis, the flood which destroyed the
earth was brought about by forty days and nights of rain. The Hebrews spent forty
years in the wilderness before reaching the promised land. Moses fasted for forty
days before receiving the ten commandments. Jesus spent forty days fasting in the

wilderness in preparation for his ministry.
I think that most Christians regard Jesus' time in the wilderness as the key event for
the duration of Lent.
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Lent since early times has been a time for reflection, repentance, alms giving, penance and fasting. As I mentioned earlier many Christians give up something for Lent.
By observing the forty days of Lent, Christians replicate Jesus Christ's sacrifice and
withdrawal into the desert for forty days. Lent is marked by fasting, both from food
and festivities. At church, the Gloria is not used at the Eucharist, and you may notice
that the word Alleluia is omitted from our prayers.
The Christian churches that observe Lent in the 21st century (and not all do significantly) use it as a time for prayer and penance. Today, only a small number of people fast or abstain from meat for the whole of Lent, although some maintain the
practice on Ash Wednesday and Good Friday. It is more common these days for believers to surrender a particular pleasure such as a favourite food or alcohol. Whatever the sacrifice people use, it can be a reflection of Jesus' deprivation in the wilderness and a test of self-discipline. One year I attempted (unsuccessfully) to give up
my addiction to Facebook!
I think it is important to remember the positive side to our Lenten discipline. In early
days, much time and effort was spent trying to find ways round the strict fasting
rules. In medieval times as meat was forbidden, but not fish, the monks of old found
a way round this injunction by eating beaver tail as it resembled fish. (A bit like giving up chocolate except that which contains more than 70% cocoa solids!)
Let’s use our Lenten discipline positively. Take up something rather than give something up. Spend more time in prayer. Use the time that we have positively to read a
devotional book. Give time or money to improve the lives of others. Donate to a Food
Bank. Spend time with family or friends. Take space to be with God.
A few years ago, there was a popular meme on social media which was attributed to
Pope Francis. Whether he said the words or not it struck home for me.
Fast from hurting words and say kind words.
Fast from sadness and be filled with gratitude.
Fast from anger and be filled with patience.
Fast from pessimism and be filled with hope.
Fast from worries and trust in God.
Fast from complaints and contemplate simplicity.
Fast from pressures and be prayerful.
Fast from bitterness and fill your heart with joy.
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Fast from selfishness and be compassionate to others.
Fast from grudges and be reconciled.
Fast from words and be silent so you can listen.
I wish you a Holy Lent so that when Easter arrives, we can welcome our risen Lord in
all his glory.
I leave you with my favourite prayer of the season which is the Collect for Ash
Wednesday:
Almighty and everlasting God,
you hate nothing that you have made
and forgive the sins of all those who are penitent:
create and make in us new and contrite hearts
that we, worthily lamenting our sins
and acknowledging our wretchedness,
may receive from you, the God of all mercy,
perfect remission and forgiveness.
through Jesus Christ your Son our Lord,
Amen
Derek Avery
return to contents

ACORN HARDWARE
For All Your Spring Cleaning Needs
KEY CUTTING - TOOLS - HOUSEHOLD - GARDEN
21/23 Acorn Rd, Jesmond, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 2DJ 0191 281 0841
Stevenrobson1964@yahoo.com
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Prayer for the People of Ukraine

God of peace, your prophet Isaiah promised swords would be turned into
ploughshares,
And your son’s mother Mary proclaimed the mighty would be put down and the
humble exalted:
Visit the people of Ukraine; deliver them from fear, violence, attack, injury,
destruction, death;
And give them courage, solidarity and allies in their hour of vulnerability and sorrow.
Turn the hearts of those bent on war and invasion.
Strengthen the hand of all seeking to halt conflict,
Restore order, and pursue justice.
And make this moment of peril an occasion for your Holy Spirit to show your world
the cost of conflict and our dependence on one another.
In Christ our Lord, who went to his death because of our hatred, and rose again
because our hatred is never stronger than your indomitable love.
Amen.
Revd Dr Sam Wells, Vicar of St.
Martin-in-the-Fields, London.

return to contents
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“Northumbria’s Spacious Year”
The Northeast Coast
Exhibition of 1929
The 1929 North East Coast Exhibition, held in what became known as
Exhibition Park, Jesmond, was the
biggest event ever held in the North
East, but memories of it seem to
have faded. Most histories of the city
and region give it little or no mention.
Sir Arthur Lambert wrote ‘Northumbria’s Spacious Year’, the definitive account of the
exhibition. Sir Arthur knew whereof he wrote as he was chairman of the committee
that planned the exhibition as well as being the Lord Mayor of Newcastle at the time.
I was intrigued by the title. First there was the use of the ancient word Northumbria
which ceased to exist in the 10TH century. It was a word which was seldom used in
the 1920’s, when this book was written. Today we have the ambulance service, hospitals trust, police, university, water authority, etc all paying homage to Northumbria.
And, indeed, what was it about 1929 that was so “spacious”? It’s a word that
strangely is never explained in the text.
The context for holding the exhibition was to address Newcastle’s declining economy
in the 1920s. In what was a difficult decade, after the first world war, there were also
some positives. In 1928, the Tyne Bridge was opened and Pilgrim Street was being
developed with buildings such as Carliol House, the police station and the magistrates’ court. Cinema was

being introduced with sound and the Paramount Cinema

(later the Odeon) also opened. Newcastle Airport was founded in 1929. Cars were
increasingly being catered for in the city centre.
But these and other indicators of progress must be set against the decline of the region’s heavy industrial economy. Coal exports from the Tyne peaked in 1923 and after WW1 there was a huge fall in demand for armaments and in particular naval
ships. In 1913, 238,000 tons of shipping was launched on the Tyne. By 1933 this had
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dwindled to 7000 tons. 19 shipyards closed on the Tyne in the 1920s and 50,000
skilled engineers and shipbuilders were left out of work, many of whom were then
employed building the Tyne Bridge.
Armstrong’s had been Armstrong-Whitworth from 1897. However, their great rival,
Vickers, had been gaining ground on the company for 25 years, and ArmstrongWhitworth was forced into a merger with Vickers in 1927. The Vickers’ shareholders
got 66% of the company which was soon to become known as Vickers-Armstrong.
In 1923, 23% of the region’s workforce were in growth industries. The figure for London and the Home Counties was 55%. For example: aeroplane and car manufacture,
large-scale factory-based food processing, radio, film, telecommunications and the
manufacture of electrical appliances (vacuums, ovens) were all of limited significance
in the North East. These were the areas of growth which the North East had failed to
encourage.
Nominally, the exhibition was to represent the whole
region although it was very much focused on Newcastle as the regional capital. The exhibition was to
take place in what we now know as Exhibition Park
but was then commonly known by its former name of
the “Bull Park”. The Bull Park was the part of the
Town Moor where the town’s bulls had once been
kept for stud. In 1887, the Bull Park was extended to
stage Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee Exhibition. The
bandstand in Exhibition Park is all that remains of the
1887 Golden Jubilee Exhibition.
In March 1928, we are told that the Duke of Northumberland “cut the first sod” with
“lusty vigour”. Reassuringly this refers to a ceremonial act of turf-breaking! And so it
was that by early 1929 huge modernistic buildings had begun to appear in the southwest corner of the Town Moor.
Front and centre of the Exhibition were the elite of society: the local aristocracy,
wealthy entrepreneurs, local politicians etc. And above these was the Prince of
Wales, later King Edward V111, the famously uncrowned King.
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The Prince opened the Exhibition before a platform of assembled luminaries: the Londonderrys, Lady Armstrong, Sir Charles Parsons, the Lord Mayor, the Bishop of Newcastle etc etc. He did the honours dressed in full military khaki. Speeches were delivered and the National Anthem was sung.
Throughout Sir Arthur’s book, the names of the great families of the North East are
mentioned. The Ridleys, the Ravensworths, the Tankervilles, the Joiceys and numerous others are all name-checked and photographed. Perhaps the most colourful was
the 101-year-old Lady Marjory Noble, still in residence at Jesmond Dene House,
where she played the piano to accompany her daughter who sang French folk songs
to the French Ambassador.
Beyond the great and the good of the North-East there was “a constant succession of
royal and world- famous guests” notably King Alphonso of Spain, the Prince and Princess of Sweden and the Sultan of Zanzibar.
The Exhibition was to be self-financing, but in an interesting supplement, the book
gives an alphabetical list of the names and addresses of 2,048 people who pledged
money as guarantors of the Exhibition. For example, George Cooper, a chemist of
121, St George’s Terrace, Jesmond, pledged £10. A huge mock thermometer, which
showed the progress towards the fund’s target of £150,000, was placed alongside
Grey’s Monument.
The aim of the exhibition was to promote local industries. The Prince of Wales in his
opening remarks said “The industries of the North are not yet knocked out of the
ring... They are fighting back gallantly with a good Northern punch." There was also
an effort to look ahead to newer manufacturing and commercial industries and new
consumer goods based on electricity.
The Exhibition opened on 14th May 1929
and ran for 24 weeks. 75,000 people
attended on the opening day. The main
entrance was in Claremont Road where
there were 10 Egyptian-style pillars.
The Palaces were designed in spectacular ‘Cecil B de Mille’ style and reflected
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both classical and art deco influences. The Exhibition had over 430 exhibitors and in
addition there were concerts, fairground attractions, sports events etc. Broad walkways and attractive flower gardens and a fountain enhanced the site. Powerful coloured searchlights were located at the top of the Palaces and spectacularly swept the
skies when night fell.
‘The Palace of Engineering’ housed the larger, heavy-engineering, mining, shipbuilding and construction displays representing the North East’s industrial giants: SwanHunter, Vickers-Armstrong, Clarke Chapman, Reyrolles, the Consett Iron Company
etc. There was also Eric, the country’s most advanced robot and Charles Parsons &
Co exhibited the largest reflecting telescope ever made in Britain.
And somewhere, I’m not sure in which pavilion, there was a cutting- edge cowmilking machine. Though not too cutting edge, I hope!
The Palace of Industries was the largest of the exhibition halls with working
exhibits such as carpet looms, laundries, bakeries, sausage-making machines etc. Local gas and electricity
companies showed off their latest appliances: cookers, water heaters, Hoover carpet cleaners, Pyrex glass ovenware, Singer sewing machines etc.
Smiths introduced their new product – potato crisps (remember their small blue sachet of salt?) There was an eye-catching display by Scott and Turner of Gallowgate.
It was a 15 foot “Fountain of Health” with cascades of Andrew’s Liver Salts, one of its
rather coy promotional slogans being “Gets you going like Stephenson’s engine” Other exhibitors were Bainbridge’s, Binns, Callers, Carricks, Fenwicks, Newcastle Breweries (who introduced their specially created Exhibition Ale), Pumphreys, Ringtons,
Robsons and Windows (that’s the music shop in Central Arcade, not Microsoft).
Another was Be-Ro self-raising flour. Be-Ro had been established by Thomas Bell in
Longhorsley in 1875. Around 1900 he began to market his flour as “Bell’s Royal”. He
then learned that he was forbidden to use the word “royal” so he changed the name
from Bell’s Royal to Be-Ro. His flour was produced from premises near the Groat Mar16

ket, later moving to Bath Lane. Be-Ro rose to fame with the Be-Ro cookbook which
became the culinary bible of virtually every kitchen in the north of England.
Be-Ro was one of an extraordinary number of products from Newcastle which became nationally known including Rington’s Tea, Fairy Soap, Cerebos Salt, Domestos,
Andrew’s Liver Salts, Eno’s Fruit Salts, Lucozade, Newcastle Brown Ale, Maling ware
etc
The Empire Marketing Board Pavilion hosted displays from the main British dominions. The Empire was important for British trade and Tyneside’s shops sold Empire
products including tea, coffee, syrups, currants, sugar and other foodstuffs. High
Commissioners from countries across the Empire attended the Exhibition to help promote trade and commercial links. On Empire Day [ May 24 ] 8,000 young people took
part in a parade.
There was a ‘Women’s Pavilion’. Here could be seen demonstrations of cookery, arts
and crafts, basket-weaving, enamelling, First Aid, model-making, painting, pottery,
and needlework, reflecting the limited interests women were supposed to enjoy at
that time.

The Boating Lake
The Palace of Arts was on the far side of the lake. It was connected to the main exhibition by a wooden bridge. The Palace of Arts proved a huge success with over half a
million visitors who all paid an additional charge for admission. Inside were nine gal17

leries with hundreds of works of art: paintings, etchings, sculptures and a display of Newcastle silverware.
Many of the exhibits were loaned from galleries, museums and private collections. Included were paintings by the great masters: Reynolds, Titian, Canaletto, Millais; many being on public view for the first
time.
One popular painting on show was the Red Boy by Sir
Thomas Lawrence. It was commissioned by Lord
Lambton in 1825 as a portrait of his eldest son,
Charles William Lambton. The painting remained in
the Earl’s family until the 1930s when it was sold to a private Manhattan gallery. In
1967, it became the first painting to be put on a British postage stamp. It was
bought by the National Gallery in 2021 for £9.3 million.
The Red Boy featured on Cremona toffee tins. Like Maling and Ringtons, Cremona
produced commemorative ware depicting the 1929 Exhibition. The Cremona factory
was situated in Benton Road until the 1960s, where the Sainsbury’s supermarket
now stands.
A Carillon was one of the wonders of the exhibition. It was 70 feet high with 49 fixed
bells weighing from 9 lbs to 5 tons. They could be heard all over the city. This carillon was taken to Wellington, NZ, where it became part of the national war memorial
and is there to this day.
The Festival Hall seated 1400. It hosted 54 orchestral concerts, one conducted by Sir
Thomas Beecham, and all played by the resident Eastbourne Municipal Orchestra.
Working class entertainments were held in the Festival Hall. In particular there were
two colliery brass band competitions (one won by Heworth Colliery) and a competition for male voice choirs. There were two productions by the People’s Theatre company. There were also flower shows, dog shows and bird shows.
The Stadium held 20,000 spectators. Here there were parades and sports events including athletics, cycling, football, walking, wrestling and something called “obstacle
events”. There was a Highland Games, sheep dog trials, displays by Boy Scouts, Girl
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Guides and the Boys Brigade. There were also 10 firework displays.
An Amusement Park was built outside the exhibition area. One particular attraction
was “Chapman’s Jungle” with its “elephants, tigers, lions and other, so-called,
“denizens of the forest””. This did not always run smoothly. A monkey called Blossom
escaped from its enclosure in the “Monkey Paradise” and there was an incident of
what was passed off as a “minor mauling” by a lion. The lion-taming show was not
the only example of something that would not be acceptable today.
A water chute was another big attraction, as was the motor cycle wall of death, a
giant slide and rides called the Banana Glide, the Alligator Giant Racer and the Diabolical Whirl.
The most popular attraction however was the Himalayan Railway, a
1.5 mile roller coaster ride which
climbed to 80 feet before plummeting at breakneck speed. It enticed over three quarters of a million people to subject themselves
to its terrors.
[Aside, an interesting question is what became of The Hoppings in 1929? I know that
it took place because I found a reference to there being three boxing booths at the
1929 Hoppings.]
An attraction regarded as particularly exotic was a replica African Village where a
hundred Senegalese villagers showed their skills as musicians, dancers and crafts
people This was while living their everyday lives in a hut settlement. On display with
the Senegalese were visiting Arabs, Bedouins, Dervishes, Nubians and two fakirs. Of
course, it would be quite unacceptable today to “exhibit” people in this way, though
no doubt the event was intended to be diverse and inclusive by the standards of almost a century ago. The book contains many nuggets of fascinating information:
The exhibition buildings required two and a half million bricks, three acres of
glass and six miles of pipes for sewers etc.
There was a children’s crèche staffed by the Fleming Children’s Hospital (on the
edge of Brandling Village)
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And there was next to no crime: just six offences of drunkenness (termed
“alcoholic over-excitement”) and one of “pocket-picking”.
The event closed with a civic procession, speeches and a firework display. The attendance on that last day, 126,000, was the highest of the Exhibition. There was a
rendition of the Hallelujah Chorus followed by Abide With Me and then, after the
communal singing of Auld Lang Syne, it was all over. The official attendance of
4,373,138 was well in excess of predictions. A gold watch was presented to each one
millionth visitor. 40,000 season tickets were sold at a guinea each. 2.5 million visitors
paid at the gate and some events carried an additional charge. These revenues
meant that the exhibition actually made a small surplus of £6,785. As a result, no
contribution was needed from the guarantors.
But the 1929 Exhibition was not primarily about visitor numbers or the balance sheet.
It was intended to stimulate local trade and industry.
Did it work? 38 conferences (all listed by Sir Arthur Lambert) were held in Newcastle
during 1929 and he gives anecdotal evidence of orders for tankers and steamers.
Beyond that, he cites intangibles about improved pride in the industries of the North
East and the exhibition being a gesture of confidence in the region’s future.
Sir Arthur doesn’t mention it, but on October 24th 1929, two days before the exhibition closed, there was panic on Wall Street. 12.8 million shares were sold and thousands of people saw their fortunes begin to disappear. The Great Crash had begun
and, in its wake, the North East would suffer grievously. I think the best that might
be said is that the exhibition helped marginally to delay the huge economic depression that was soon to blight the region. It was not the 1929 Exhibition but rearmament, ironically, a decade later, that revitalised the heavy industries of the North
East.
All but two of the new structures were pulled down soon after the Exhibition ended.
The bridge to the Palace of Arts was demolished in the early 1960s. The Palace of
Arts itself was bought by Newcastle Corporation and became a museum of science
and engineering. The building is now the HQ of Wylam Brewery.
The park was restored, the tennis courts from the 1929 Exhibition were retained, and
are there to this day, and the name, Exhibition Park, stuck. Looking back on that
20

summer of 1929 I would say, firstly, that staging the event required a huge, admirable effort of which Tyneside was rightly proud. It was well-organised, reflected positively on Newcastle in particular, and gave the region some national and international
attention.
And perhaps most importantly the Exhibition was
a communal event which gave enormous pleasure to tens of thousands of local people. It
raised spirits and was remembered with pride for
many years to come. And when you think about
it there haven’t been too many events on Tyneside since 1929 about which that can be said.
John North, M arch 2022
Principal sources:
Sir Arthur Lambert - Northumbria’s Spacious
Year; Ian Ayris - “Newcastle on Show”, an essay
in Water Under the Bridges edited by Anna Flowers and Vanessa Histon
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Boldon Farmhouse Pantry
Creative and imaginative catering, a
truly personal service and team
work is our recipe for success with
all the practicalities taken care of!
All our menus are freshly prepared
and your food will either be delivered to the venue or prepared in
situ. We will ensure your event is
both memorable and enjoyable.
Find us at:
Westray, 26 Akenside Terrace,
Jesmond. Tel 281 6025
enquiries@boldonfarmhousepantry.co.uk
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Spotlight on Service:
The Server
Servers in the Church of England are essential
to the smooth running of the various parts of
the Eucharist, as they aid the priests and carry
out both practical and symbolic actions within
the service. Services can be complicated and elaborate. They can also be meaningful

in their simplicity. Servers assist in both roles. Here is an extract from the Book of
Guidance given to Servers at Guildford Cathedral.
“The Role of the Server
A celebration of the Eucharist involves a number of ceremonial actions. Some of
these are of a purely practical nature; others are symbolic or have had symbolic
meanings attached to them. The purely practical ones include the entry into the
church or cathedral at the beginning of a service and the exit at the end. They also

include the placing of bread and wine on the altar in preparation for the sacramental
action; the receiving of the monetary collection; and the cleansing of the Eucharistic
vessels after the administration of Communion. Symbolic actions include the carrying
of a processional cross, as a reminder that we follow him who was crucified for our
redemption; the carrying or holding of acolyte candles or torches as a reminder of
Jesus’s two natures, human and divine; the gospel procession, symbolic of the
church’s duty to take the gospel to the world; burning incense as a token of holiness;
and washing the President’s hands before the Eucharistic prayer as a symbol of the

purity of intention with which the sacrament should be approached.”
We have a number of servers at St George’s and their role in our Church is defined
below.
Before the Service, the server gets changed into their white robe and girdle. They put
out the stands and light the candles. They check the diary to see if anything special is
happening which will need special care. They join in the Vestry prayer.
During the Service, the crucifer leads the procession in, followed by the acolytes. The
acolytes walk to their place and remain standing until the first reading. The crucifer
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puts the cross away once the altar party are in their positions. The crucifer remains
standing until the first reading. During the gospel hymn, the crucifer moves in front
of the altar, followed by the acolytes, who then move to their gospel positions. At the
end of the gospel, they move back to their seats and put the candles and cross down
immediately. They sit when the president sits. During the Eucharistic prayer, the acolytes stand with torches throughout. The crucifer sits or kneels. At the end of the service, the crucifer goes in front of the altar, flowed by the acolytes and they lead the
altar party out and join in prayer at the back of church.
After the Service, the server helps tidy up and gets changed back into their ordinary
clothes. They join the congregation for coffee and biscuits!
If you would like to become a server, please contact Stephanie or Donald. They
promise that it is not a big commitment and can be a very satisfying experience.

Project Thermonix and the Church Hall
Did you know that St George’s is part of a futuristic idea to
bring ‘smart’ and intelligent heating systems to public and
private buildings; a project funded by the Department of
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy [BEIS] founded by
Theresa May?
Through connections with Paul Taylor, funding was secured

for the church hall to become one of the ‘guinea pig’ trial
sites. ‘The system brings internet technology to control the
heating delivered by expensive electric and gas storage
heaters’, says Mike Hartley, electrical engineer and Managing Director of his firm, BMS Home, which is based in the
North East.
The Thermionix control system has many attributes. It is

weather – sensitive, being aware of the temperature outside
the building. It measures the temperature and humidity in
each room and allocates heating accordingly. The system is
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also linked to the hall’s diary and bookings calendar. It is
aware of how long it takes for a room to heat to a particular
temperature and also, what kind of event is taking place in
the room. If the event is sedentary, [a book group, for instance], the temperature will be set high. If the event is a
cub’s meeting with lots of children running about, the system
will set the temperature lower. After the event, the system
turns off the heating automatically.
The present position is that sensors have been installed in
the church hall recently to ‘monitor how the building behaves ‘. This will take about 2
weeks. The system needs to know how long it takes for the rooms to heat up and to
cool down. There are 4 heating zones in the Church Hall, each with an independent
heat sensor to help interrogate the ‘heating characteristics’ of the rooms. The software control panel has been piggy-backed on to the present timing controls and is
located in the boiler cupboard above the boiler.
Once the data has been collected and analysed, the control panel will be programmed and heating control will switch to the new system which is connected to
the Hall bookings diary. It will also work with any new gas boiler installed in the future and also with an eco-friendly heat pump system.
We are not alone in trialing this system. It has been installed in Jesmond Library for 8
months and is fully functional there. The system has also been installed in high rise
properties in Heaton managed by Your Home Newcastle, a social housing provider
run by Newcastle Council and in social housing flats managed by Gentoo in Sunderland.
MV

St Georges Sale of The Century.
I’ve just bought a new mobile phone from The Vicar.
It’s pray as you go.
CS
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Insulating the Church
Hall Loft Void
The PCC recently agreed to invest in insulating the space above the ceilings in the
various rooms of the church hall. Amazingly, these spaces had never had any insulation in them at all since they were built.

Having ordered mountains of glass wool
insulation, it was installed by Carlos and

The space before the insulation
was installed

Jose (two local handymen that I use regularly) and we now have 300mm (or 12”) of
cover over the whole area.
This work is all part of the Eco Group’s efforts to improve our environmental peformance, and it also makes really good sense from a cost saving point of view too.
The Eco Group arranged for a free energy saving audit from the Business Energy
Saving Team (or BEST) and this has helped identify what improvement work would
be most appropraite for the hall. BEST have also given us a grant of 30% towards
the new gas boiler, which is another element of this work.
Graham Hatt

Some of the insulation waiting in the Middleton Room
before being posted up
through the access hatch
where the ladder is in the
background (left)
Carlos installing the last roll
(right)

An average worker is someone who thinks they work harder
than the average worker! - from Readers’ Digest 1962, when I was at sea for a
year! Went into my blue book then! C.S.]
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Digging for Britain
Over several weekends in recent weeks, a small but
hardy group have been hand-digging a trench for the
foundations for the new boundary wall at the back of
the memorial garden. We started by getting several
trees cut down – this was all detailed in our tree management plan and agreed both with the Council and
the Northumberland Tennis Club.

The Tennis Club

have been very helpful and have allowed us to access
the area from their side to ensure there was no impact
on the garden of remembrance.
This work has been much tougher than anticipated due to the quantity of tree roots
that we exposed. The tree roots have been left in place and dug around, and a number of ‘mini piles’ (that are about 100mm diameter and about 5m long) have been
driven vertically into the ground at suitable intervals and will be connected, using
steel reinforcement, to the main concrete foundation which will be poured soon.
Please be careful if you decide to go and have a look at this trench as the foundation
is quite deep in places!
I would like to thank the following people for their hard work and enthusiasm in helping make this happen; Derek Nicholson, David Cullingford, Jerry Young, Lewis Preston, Mike de la Hunt and Shaun Hatt.
Graham Hatt
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Where Have All the Chips Gone?
If you go to the Imperial Racing Garage, a local garage
who advertise with the Lance and offer a discount to readers] , there is a sight for sore eyes…………… the exquisite
lines and sleek strength of a Jaguar car sits out in the
road, waiting to be repaired. It has failed the MOT and the car needs a handbrake
module to pass it.

And how long has the Jaguar been there? Well, 3 months so far. And, according to
the garage, the owner will have to wait up to another 9 months for the part, which is
coming from Malaysia, to arrive and be fitted. The Jaguar will sit there for anything
up to a year.
‘This is an extraordinary situation’ said Alan, the garage owner. Until Covid and then
the crisis in producing and exporting computer micro-chips, I could have bought this
part off the shelf at any suppliers. Now companies, like Amazon, have cornered the

market, with their superior buying power, and there are no micro-chips left for other
industries to buy and process.
How many other cars and vehicles are languishing by the roadside waiting for chips?

return to
contents
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The Great British Clean-up
25 March – 10 April 2022
I am getting in touch ahead of the Great British Spring Clean 2022, when individuals
and groups across the country will be out litter picking and tidying in their local
Neighbourhoods www.keepbritaintidy.org. We are calling out to everyone in Newcastle to come out and litter pick to help make Newcastle, the clean, green, brilliant
place we all want it to be.

Our team can support you to organise a litter pick, this can be as a group or for individuals, we can support you in transforming your neighbourhood. We can provide
safety guidance, equipment, including children’s litter pickers and will collect the bin
bags at the end of your pick by contactingwww.newcastle.gov.uk/litterpick
We hope you can take part in this year’s Great British Spring Clean.
We are calling for groups or individuals to litter pick, particularly on Saturday

2nd April, as part of a city-wide Spring Clean effort.
Last year people from across Britain
helped Keep Britain Tidy to make 1.15
million miles of British outdoor spaces
cleaner and greener. We hope you can
join us.

Why not promote what you are doing
at hello@yourcityyourhome.co.uk
Keep us posted, share photos of your great work on social media using the
hashtag#yourcityyourhome and let us know if we can support you in any way.
As well as our normal cleaning routines, there will be other activities going on as part
of the Spring Clean. Cabinet members, local ward councillors, directors and other
volunteers regularly take part in Neighbourhood clean ups – see what we were up to

last year below. Best Wishes
Councillor Ged Bell, Cabinet M em ber, Developm ent, N eighbourhoods and
Transport
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‘Spreading Good’
“Spread love and kindness everywhere you
go. First of all in your house…kindness in
your face, kindness in your eyes, kindness in
your smile, kindness.” (Mother Teresa)
I would just like to share with you a short story about a recent day of mine. Every
Thursday I set about the mundane task of the weekly shop. As part of the St

George’s effort to support Children North East, I like to start my shop in the children’s
aisle looking for little outfits for them and it gives me great pleasure to do this. On
this particular day I had forgotten my glasses so couldn’t quite make out the sizes, so
I asked a lady, a customer like myself, if she could tell me the size of the item I had
picked out and she said, ‘ 3 to 6 months’. I then thanked her for her help. I then selected another item of clothing and went about the shop. My path then crossed again
with the same lady approaching me to explain that the second item was not 3 to 6
months, thinking that I had read the size incorrectly.
I then went onto to explain to her that I actually wanted different sizes as the clothes
were for Children North East and we ended up in the supermarket aisle having a
good chat about my church St. George’s and how we support this excellent charity
and that 40% of children in our area live in poverty.
She was very impressed by our work and sought to take out her purse and give me
some money to purchase an item of clothing to donate to Children North East on her

behalf. This really lifted my spirits as it made me feel that there is so much goodness
in people and that if we ourselves do a
good deed then the people around us will
follow with their own good deed. It also
highlights to me of the importance of
spreading the message of the importance
of charity, to the people around us, as
goodness in people can be found every-

where, even in the local supermarket.
Lilian Hall
https://children-ne.org.uk/

return to contents
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Two Geordies in Greggs the bakers.
Which one was from St George’s?
Unknown to each other, one watches the other slip 3 sausage rolls into his pocket,
without paying.
When outside, the honest one says that he can, by magic, do the same without
stealing.
He then proceeds to call the manager and asks him to bring out 3 sausage rolls, to
show him some magic.
After he has eaten the 3 rolls, the manager asks him where the magic is.
To which he tells him to “look in the other fellow’s pocket”
It could only happen in Jesmond

EVANS of jesmond
opticians
William R. McCall BSc Hons
GOC 01-15082

28 Acorn Road, Jesmond
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 2DJ
Telephone: 0191 281 4145
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Music News

‘Come and Sing’ Stainer’s Crucifixion
Sunday 10 April 2022 at 6pm
On Palm Sunday afternoon, the Parish Choir will be joined by singers from Hexham
Abbey and organist Michael Haynes for a performance of Stainer’s much-loved
‘Crucifixion’. The event is a ‘Come and Sing’ and all are welcome to join the choir,
rehearsing on the day from 14.30-16.30.
Scores are available to hire at £5.00. The rehearsal will be followed by tea in the Par-

ish Hall, and the work is then offered as a Passiontide meditation at 18.00 in church.
If you would like to sing, please email music@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk or let Jonathan know in the office, including details of your voice type. The service at 18.00 is
open to all, and the work includes several familiar, seasonal hymns for the congregation to join in with. There will be a retiring collection to help defray costs.

Coming Soon……
A series of organ recitals launches on 6 May 2022 at 13.00 and concerts will follow
each Friday up to and including 29 July. This is a wonderful opportunity to hear the
parish’s celebrated Lewis/Binns organ - one of the most important instruments in the
Northeast.
Performers include our own Drew Cantrill-Fenwick and Tiger Li, as well as visitors
from the city and further afield.
Admission is FREE….

return to contents
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Lunchtime Organ Recitals
Fridays in May, June & July: 13.0013.45
FREE Admission
6 May

3 June

1 July

Drew Cantrill-Fenwick

Charles Wooler

Prof Magnus Williamson

(St George’s, Jesmond)

(Newcastle)

(Newcastle University)

13 May

10 June

8 July

Joseph Beech

Henry Wallace

Drew Cantrill-Fenwick

(Durham Cathedral)

(Greyfrairs, Edinburgh)

(St George’s, Jesmond)

20 May

17 June

15 July

Michael Haynes

Phil Mills

William Saunders

(Hexham Abbey)

(St Nicholas, Gosforth)

(Concert Organist)

27 May

24 June

22 July

Prof David Smith

Kris Thomsett

Tiger Li

(Northumbria University)

(Newcastle Cathedral)

(St George’s, Jesmond)

Visit www.organrecitals.com for more
wherever you live

29 July
Oliver Waterer
(Selby Abbey)

Thanks to Ian Spenser
We would all like to thank Ian Spenser for his successful work on the St George’s
organ.

He spent many hours investigating the instrument, and working on correcting the
faults. The organ is once more playable and can grace our services again.
Thank you so much, Ian.
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Music at St George’s
Services and Events in Spring 2022 featuring the Parish
Choirs and Lewis/Binns Organ of St George’s, Jesmond
stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk

14 April (Maundy Thursday)

5 June (Pentecost)

19.30 Sung Communion

9.30 Parish Communion

Ireland, Gloria (Communion Service in C)

Schubert, Mass in G

Duruflé, Ubi caritas

Mozart, Veni, Sancte Spiritus
Mozart, Laudate Dominum

15 April (Good Friday)

Walton, Orb & Sceptre

9.30 Liturgy of the Day
Casals, O vos omnes

19 June (Trinity 1)
18.00 Choral Evensong

17 April (Easter Day)

Clucas Responses

9.30 Parish Communion

Brewer, Evening Service in D

Wood, This joyful Eastertide

Tchaikovsky, Hymn to the Trinity

Walford Davies, O sons and daughters

Bach, Fugue in E flat, BWV 552

Widor, Finale (Symphonie 2)
15 May (Easter 5)
18.00 Choral Evensong

Joining the Choirs

Ebdon Responses

The choirs are open to all enthusiastic sing-

Andreas, Plainsong with Fauxbourdons

ers who can commit a modest amount of

Taverner, Dum transisset Sabbatum

their time each week. Rehearsals are on

Bruhns, Praeludium in E minor

Thursdays: Junior Choir 16.00-17.00 and
Parish Choir 19.00-20.15. A number of cho-

26 May (Ascension Day)

ral scholarships are available.

19.30 Sung Eucharist

Contact

Vaughan Williams, O clap your hands

0191 281 1659 or

Bairstow, Scherzo (Sonata in E flat)

music@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk
return to contents
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St George’s Photography Competition
The Results [judged by Barbara Gardner]

1ST Prize Adult competition:
Joan Grenfell - blue sky ahead

1st prize Children’s competition: Elisa Jing Ying Tan
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2nd Prize: (left)
Margaret Vane
[bribery and
corruption?]
3rd prize:
(right) Alison

Mattinson

And winning means PRIZES which will be presented by Our
Judge, Barbara, at Parish Coffee soon.

Here is a sample of the Other
Entries:

return to
contents
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Church Walking Group
The next walk will be: Saturday 2nd April.
Meet at Ilford Road Metro on the city bound side (i.e. the east platform) at 9.30am.
We will be going to South Shields by Metro, then taking the ferry to North Shields,
thence to Cullercoats; approximately 4 miles with the option of walking further along
the coast.

Church Walking Group report
The March outing was led by Monica Ogden on the
Town Moor. We enjoyed a sunny perimeter five-mile
walk with a coffee stop at Urban Green Café in Exhibition Park.
Town Moor trivia:
It is an area of common land covering around 1000
acres - double the size of Hyde Park, and larger than New York City's Central Park. It

was originally an oak wood. Cattle have grazed since it was given by Henry 3rd to the
burgesses in the 13th century. This activity was protected by an Act of Parliament in
1774 (followed a court dispute between the Freemen and Newcastle Corporation)
which secured the Freemen’s grazing rights - these were incorporated in the subsequent Newcastle upon Tyne Town Moor Act 1988. Coal mining began in the 14th
century. Open cast mining was carried out between 1944 and 1947, often by blasting. Residents of Kenton and Gosforth became used to large lumps of coal landing in
their back gardens!
Horse racing was held from 1721 on a two mile course. In 1800 a permanent stone
grandstand was built at the north end of the racecourse. The road in front of this
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grandstand is still called Grandstand Road to this day. The race course moved in 1881
to Gosforth Park and the Town Moor became the venue for a temperance festival,
which evolved into the Hoppings. The grandstand was converted into the Chadwick
Industrial School for boys, then an aircraft factory by Armstrong Whitworth from
1913, then Lawsons Chocolate Factory, then Minories Garage, and currently Kwik Fit.
In 1786 Ralph Heron was killed while helping Vincent Lunardi, the Daredevil Aeronaut, to raise a balloon. He became entangled in the guy ropes and fell 200ft to his
death.
There have been huge political gatherings such as the mass rallies by the Chartist
movement in the mid-19th century in the fight for the vote. In 1892 the Town Moor
hosted a baseball event where Wallsend became the national champions. A wooded
area near the bottom of Cow Hill was the site of a smallpox isolation hospital between
1882 and 1958. Potshare bowling was popular with miners. Two men would compete
to throw a small bowl the furthest distance along a roped off course. Thousands of
spectators would bet on the matches. The sport continued until the 1930s...and for
the younger readers - the Town Moor is mentioned in the Maxïmo Park song "The
Undercurrents".
Peter Mattinson

St George’s Book Group
The next meeting is on 4 May at 8pm on Zoom.
The chosen book is “Klara and the Sun” by Kazuo Ishiguro
If you would like to join the discussion, please contact the church office for joining

instructions
AC

St George’s Cycle Group
St George's Rides Again. On your bike! Wednesday April 6th, 10:00 outside the
church hall. All abilities welcome. Main roads avoided. Provisional dates thereafter: Thursday May 19th, Wednesday June 8th, Wednesday July 13th
return to contents
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What is the
Queen’s Green
Canopy?
The Queen’s Green Canopy (QGC) is a unique tree
planting initiative created to
mark Her Majesty’s Platinum Jubilee in 2022 which invites people from across the United Kingdom to “Plant a
Tree for the Jubilee.”
Everyone from individuals to Scout and Girlguiding groups, villages, cities, counties,
churches, schools and corporates will be encouraged to play their part to enhance
our environment by planting trees during the official planting season between October to March. Tree planting will commence again in October 2022, through to the
end of the Jubilee year.
With a focus on planting sustainably, the QGC will encourage planting of trees to create a legacy in honour of The Queen’s leadership of the Nation, which will benefit
future generations.
As well as inviting the planting of new trees, The Queen’s Green Canopy will dedicate
a network of 70 Ancient Woodlands across the United Kingdom and identify 70 Ancient Trees to celebrate Her Majesty’s 70 years of service.
You can now add your own Jubilee tree to The Queen's Green Canopy map. You will
need to photograph the tree and upload the location and photo onto the digital map.
This massive map will be presented to the
Queen in June 2022. Prince Charles is the Patron
of the initiative.
The Lance asks if we, St George’s, could plant a
Green Canopy tree this Autumn [October] to
mark the Queen’s Jubilee? Perhaps the children
would like to chose a tree?
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St George’s Book of
Remembrance
The church’s Book of Remembrance
has been brought up to date after a
period when no entries had been
made since 2015.
Members of the congregation sent
the Book to Kate Downey, a calligrapher based in Bath, and she has
steadfastly, over the last months, been adding
the names of those who have died since 2015
and whose remains are in our Garden of Remembrance. The Book is now up to date, although it
will never be finished and will need to be updated periodically in the future.
Kate was delighted with the commission to use
her skills. She wrote when she had finished the
task, saying ‘Thank you so much for this wonderful commission. I really enjoyed working on it.’

The Book is kept on the windowsill
on the South aisle, nearest to the
vestry door. It can be looked at, at
any time. The calligraphy is simple
but beautifully done.
These flowers are in remembrance
of Mike Jones-Lee.
return to contents
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Fanfare for Frederick - the book
Frederick Peacock FRCO BEM

This book is a little tribute to him
from just some of those who felt
his touch in their lives. If you
want a copy, please leave a note
in the office or email grahamrutt@doctors.org.uk. Price

£10 (including donation), all proceeds to the church organ repair
fund
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Church of England Calendar - Year B
2022
1

Frederick Denison Maurice, Priest, Teacher of the Faith, 1872

9

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Lutheran Pastor, Martyr, 1945

10

William Law, Priest, Spiritual Writer, 1761

11

William of Ockham, Friar, Philosopher, Teacher of the Faith, 1347
George Augustus Selwyn, first Bishop of New Zealand, 1878

16

Isabella Gilmore, Deaconess, 1923

19

Alphege, Archbishop of Canterbury, Martyr, 1012
Anselm, Abbot of Le Bec, Archbishop of Canterbury, Teacher of the Faith,

21
23

1109
George, Martyr, Patron of England, c.304

24

Mellitus, Bishop of London, first Bishop at St Paul’s, 624
The Seven Martyrs of the Melanesian Brotherhood, Solomon Islands, 2003

25

Mark the Evangelist

27

Christina Rossetti, Poet, 1894

28

Peter Chanel, Missionary in the South Pacific, Martyr, 1841

29

Catherine of Siena, Teacher of the Faith, 1380

30

Pandita Mary Ramabai, Translator of the Scriptures, 1922

Understanding the Calendar:
‘Principal Feasts’ and other ‘Principal Holy Days’ are printed in Red Bold type.

‘Festivals’ are printed in Red typeface; other Sundays & ‘Lesser Festivals’ in ordinary
Black. ‘Commemorations’ are printed in italics.

Yet Another Answer to Our Caption
Competition
A worshipper expresses relief that his coat won’t fit his owner.
Bryan Vernon
return to contents
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The Diocese of Newcastle upon Tyne
Parish of St George, Jesmond
We are a Church of England (Anglican) church in the Diocese of Newcastle
with an inclusive, catholic tradition of Christian worship. We welcome all
in Christ’s name.
Vicar:

Revd Canon Brian Hurst
tel: 0191 281 1628
email: brian@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk

Curate:

Revd Stephanie Keates
tel: 0191 281 5018
email: stephanie@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk

Curate:

Revd Derek Avery (SSM)
tel: 07803 590542
email: Derek@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk

Assistant Curate:

Ollie Dempsey

ollie@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk

Reader and
Anna Chaplain:

Mrs Joan Grenfell

email: grenfelljoan@yahoo.com

Safeguarding Officer:

Dr Sue Vernon

Children and
Young People:

Emily Gibson

Churchwardens:

Mrs Louise Chapman
email: louise@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk
Mr Graham Hatt

tel: 07411 099690
email: suejvernon@icloud.com
email: youth@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk

tel: 07739 324717
email: graham@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk

Organist Emeritus:

Mr Frederick Peacock BEM
tel: 0191 281 4755
email: choir@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk

Director of Music

Mr Andrew Cantrill-Fenwick
email: music@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk

Bell Tower Captain:

Mr Geoff White

Parish Secretary:

Jonathan Richards

tel: 0191 285 1405
email: bells@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk
tel: 0191 281 1659
07422 693727
email: office@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk

PASTORAL CARE - Any pastoral concerns or com m endations should be
made to Joan Grenfell or a member of the clergy.
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ENQUIRIES CONCERNING BAPTISMS MARRIAGES FUNERALS

Initial enquiries should be directed to the Parish Office, which is open Monday to Friday, 9.30am to 12.30pm.
address: St George’s Close, Jesmond, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 2TF
tel: 0191 281 1659 or 07422693727
email: office@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk
_________________________________________________________________
Find out more about St George’s Church:
Website:

w w w .stgeorgesjesm ond.org.uk

Facebook: St-Georges-Church-Jesmond
Twitter:

@stgeorgejesm ond

Virtual Friday Coffee:
A Change of Plan
‘Monthly Wednesday’ is the new ‘Weekly
Friday’
It has been a pleasure to host online coffee nearly every Friday over the last two
years and I am very grateful to all who have participated and provided encouragement and support to one another. Now that Covid restrictions have been lifted and in
-person coffee has resumed on Fridays in the Church Hall it is time to stop.

An unexpected benefit of online coffee has been that people who have moved away
from St George’s have been able to take part and stay in touch. It has also supported
those who have been unable to leave their homes.
In-person coffee on a Friday in the Church Hall is no use to either of these groups, so
we agreed to have online coffee at 10.00 on the last Wednesday of each month. This
is for everyone who can make it, whether you are in Newcastle or Tavistock, with
limited or unlimited mobility. I will send a monthly reminder. If you’re planning a pe-

riod of immobility but want to stay in touch with people from St George’s, aim for the
end of the month and join online coffee on Zoom!
Bryan Vernon
return to contents
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Welcome to St. George’s
Church Jesmond
We are a Church of England (Anglican)
church, part of Jesmond life since 1888,

To arrange a
subscription to THE LANCE,
please ring the Parish Office
on 2811659

with a congregation from the locality, the
city and the region. We aim to be friendly,
diverse and to welcome all in Christ’s name.
Our worship is inclusive and in the catholic
tradition, with high quality music. If you are
new to this area, or would like to find out
more, please get in touch.
Website:
www.stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk
Facebook: St-Georges-Church-Jesmond
Twitter:

@stgeorgejesm ond

email: office@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk

Articles for publication to:
mmvane31@gmail.com
by 15th of every month

SUNDAY SERVICES
08.00 Holy Communion
09.30 PARISH COMMUNION with
Sunday School (age 3-7)
Smarties (age 8-12)
Children’s corner available in church
11.30 Holy Communion
18.00 Taize (2nd Sunday of month)
18.00 Choral Evensong (3rd Sunday)
WEEKDAY SERVICES
08.45 Daily: Morning Prayer
09.30 Thursday: Holy Communion
08.00 Friday: Holy Communion
Saints’ Days as announced
return to contents

Master Musicians International Music Recitals
This spring at All Saints' Church, West Avenue, Gosforth NE3 4ES. All Saints' Church

is a Covid-19 secure venue. Tickets cost £10 each including programme notes, payable on the door, and accompanied under-18s go free.
Wednesday 6 April, 7.30pm - Rose McLachlan, piano
Schumann, Chopin and Debussy
Wednesday 4 May, 7.30pm - Nurry Lee, piano
Chaconne-Bach/Busoni, Nutcracker Excerpts (Tchaikovsky/Pletnev)
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